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Dear reader,
A ripe peach is a solid hand grenade. In one of its many
origin stories, the first pomegranate fruit was also
supposed to be a bomb thrown at a newlywed couple.
It never went off, and the forbidden lovers fished
out the seeds from a puddle of oxen blood. Outside of
stories, we pick clean, odorless fruit from systems of
trade and shelving. Ripened amongst bodies, they protect
and nourish us.
This paragraph once served as an introduction to a magazine that I was invited to edit. It still seems like the
best way to welcome you to this book. The texts collected
here are the results of numerous invitations – to join
shows, events and pages and leave my mark there. I am
endlessly grateful to these friends and acquaintances
from different points in my life, to the circumstances that
put us together and, of course, to you, dear reader.
Reading and being read puts us in a special relationship –
and what better way to kick it off than by listening
to me ramble about fruit?
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The title of the aforementioned magazine issue was
„Thin Barriers“. The particular barriers that I considered
then were: the skin of a palm, the wall of a condom,
carbon paper, creative crisis, fragile health, the surface of
danger – and that is only to name a few. Another such
surface now seems to be the glass of a mirror. A mirror
which, as times goes by, starts answering less and less
of our questions, talking to itself through our image instead.
Once, after a terrible night, I was getting a massage
with a friend and had a vision of our houses crying when
we were not there. I saw rooms saturated with dust
and loneliness, waiting for someone to pierce them with
movement and make them important again. As I went
deeper and deeper into this picture, it fused with the
sounds of electronic flutes and esoteric chanting, with
hands stroking my back and glimpses of candlelight
slipping through my eyelids, creating an absurd and heartbreaking scene. And then it suddenly grew hilarious.
I tried to chuckle, choked instead, scared my masseuse and,
by the time we walked back out into the sunlight, felt
hungry, relaxed and betrayed by my own sanity.
This is writing. This is where it takes me. In order to
heal you have to stop clinging to metaphors and enter this
temple, the most agonizing place on earth – but how
many times can you do that to yourself? And, more importantly, what can you do to others from within there?
Once you walk out, reconstituted, is there a good reason
for anyone to enter this special relationship with you –
reading and being read? Most of the time, it will not take
us anywhere. We will not buy a house. We will not
make our families happy. We will not contribute to the
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economy or produce new people who could do that. We
will stare somewhere beyond each other, stroking
words, relying on things that cannot be bought with traditional currencies. This book is one such thing – a public
cluster of pixels, still mostly accessible to those who know
where to look. Our closeness is isolating, but it is how
we learn to breathe through our wounds. Many pieces presented here were written while doing just that. Hopefully,
it can still give us an occasion to stand together and talk
about something other than the thin barrier separating us
from mirror after mirror of death.
Most of the texts in this book are presented in their original
form, collected from catalogues, leaflets, magazines and
posts. Some were slightly edited for clarity, some remained
untouched, some I had to tear myself from before I rewrite them completely. Back then, when I was younger,
I expected them to go off like hand grenades – I am now
happier than ever that none ever did. We need no casualties,
only sweet fruit. Dear reader, please step your eyes
into my mirror of mirrors, instances of inconsistencies, a
peach party of closeness and whatever else you make
it out to be. I hope your time here will be explosive, delicious and entirely worth it.
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ARMEN

)
( To Andrius

History runs in circles. Skewed, irregular circles, rhythmical
and completely dissonant ellipses. I also heard that there
are places in the world where rivers run in circles, where
gold-headed fish bump into each other, and lonely ethnographers record their echoing CLINKs. Those places have
histories, too, often told in disbelief. How could something so cruel just happen? How could all these names just
sink to the bottom of grief? Chasing for answers draws
even more circles, with no one to record our exasperation.
Meanwhile, somebody is living their childhood, probably
in dad’s garage or on a rug somewhere. You, a small figure,
watch somebody else – a slightly bigger half-you. They
have a history you don’t yet know, just like the rest of the
world. You are still growing into your language and onto
your feet, and this might be the first time you ever hear
any thing. Four, five generations from a tragedy – a childhood parallel to yours, but a completely different one.
A childhood that even adults go through: the first steps
towards coming to terms, healing the memory, finding
the strength to establish a life and then put it into someone small.
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Every child is a musical instrument. That’s why our ears
grow as we age.
It may be a peaceful scene, or a slightly uncomfortable
one. It may ripen, one day, into a bright memory, or into a
silent, anxious rebuke, held firmly by both figures, now
equal in height. Generational conflicts precede larger and
more painful ones. Every place you abandon will inevitably find you. A small difference of opinion can grow into
the ghost of your own cradle. We inherit insane and beautiful things so that we could one day throw them at our
parents, and come back to collect them later still. That is
simply what happens when the world itself pinches
your umbilical cord. Another circle closes, tying us back to
the cervical suffering.
But right now, at this moment, on a rug, in a car, by the
monotonous music machine, the only circles you draw are
your first ones, spinning the body and thought, breaking
the world into millions of dancing small figures. You may as
well hear of those rivers – miraculously, they reach everywhere, populating the world with gold-headed fish. Only
blood and bodies alter their flows and wash us to islands
that were not here before, but are now the only ones left.
We may be trapped here, but I believe we are also humming. Sheltering songs we never knew, but somehow remember. Those instinctive rhythms and loops – my head is
spinning, I can never get away from them. This is how
they communicate in the islands now: humming, calling
out back and forth, blending into a single voice, a voice
that is carrying spores.
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And spores, you see, you must watch them. I understand
now: they form the core of endlessness, they contain
the essence of spreading and growing, the pervasive code
of continuity. Let’s spore on this, we said when we were
small figures, spinning on the rug by the monotonous music
machine. Let’s bet, take a chance, throw a possibility
in the air. I spore you now, in this island: we can recompose and re-sing our roles, our stories, borders and positions. We can re-dance all the nights that were cut short by
slaughter. We can re-drink the old jokes. We can make
traditions and then they will just happen, shiny like
gold and curious like fish. We may not have much, but we
have those music machines, and if there are children,
they make the best instruments.
Horror can never be accepted as a force equal to gravity.
But sounds and movements can break constitutions
and alter the flows of rivers, washing us up on the rug or
in dad’s garage, in seats of power, positions of play, and,
finally, far, far outside the circular traps of history.
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ASUKAS

( To Beatrice

)

Every name is a form, and every form is capable of much
more than the name allows it. A guest’s foot imprints
a unique word that stays, unwashable, in the carpet. The
dance of a lock and a key is a brief one, but long enough
to share secrets which pianos whisper in the evening.
There is this luminous color that seeps through cracks
and windows into its rightful territory. It leaves a shape
wherever it falls and uncovers everything that we eventually name – one of the hardest things that a host, a keeper must do. This is this, and that is that, and the walls
are complaining, they want a coat to be a coat, stairs to be
stairs, and the light to be a guest. As I am leaving I decide
not to know what a key is and that I should hide it under
the doormat. I want it to be snatched by the keepers of
the city, of this room, of myself.
The luminous color falls upon a window and a nostril
alike. Through the nostril it stares into the eyes of memory.
The first keeper is the one I am thinking about, and she
welcomes me with my own hand, climbing towards me at
my own pace. The sun is rising. The staircase is rising.
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The tone of voice is rising as well. Once I understand
that the keeper needs no face, I can let myself go and be a
good guest. But now I am waiting for a door – or maybe
behind it? I don’t know which side the “real” world is on,
but I approach myself from within. Sometimes, rain
and shimmer coat me, and it is merely the beginning of the
world.
Other places and spaces may be full of reflections. Holes
and shadows and other nouns – someone collects them
and hangs them to dry in dictionaries and glossaries. Then,
somebody makes a trade – an item for a name, a thing
for a “this”. The whole city is hanging by its collar, collected
from cracks, gaps and tiny mirrors, pulled out through
the holes of reality. The whole city is hanging until it has
no name anymore, only a form: one, a second one, then
another and yet a different one.
The luminous color is a true local. It likes to lie down and
not care whether I am there, whether there is anything
at all. It finds a rhythm and builds a house, in which we can
meet whenever, even right now. Here you can run into
the silence of a place, walk along the window frame, count
the piano’s teeth and the boards on the ceiling. A radiant
sign lingers where the color lies. It is rhythmical, like a
recurring emotion, like all of our expectations, like a secret,
travelling from hand to hand, like everything else that
is touched by the luminous color.
Solidified clarity is the substance from which Asukas is
cast – the keeper, open-armed, an instrument of hospitality in the margins of an orchestra. She is calm, but she
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knows that nothing can be controlled – only seen, named,
welcomed and discovered accidentally at a certain place
and time. Forms and lights don’t recognise willpower, and
yet I am flirting, playing madly with it. When my determination abandons me Asukas will offer her comfort: there
is no story that ends, just like there is no form that fits
into its name. If you get tired, remember that you can only
be a guest in the house of light. Then, let your work go –
leave it to be completed by your name and the language of
form.
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TO A STORY
SEQUEL
A
(

To

Martin

)

Excitement is incredibly important. It fuels situations
and dancing. We are a puddle of momentary happiness at
the foot of a column of sound. Every week, dozens of
these puddles melt together into a regular Friday. Vapors
and thrills surround the column and rise above the city
full of full moons.
The engineer of perspectives is also there, somewhere,
giving out pamphlets. I never catch her but she is always
there. When I grow up, I want to be an engineer of perspectives, said a raven-haired girl, skipping through the
yellowing ashes of what was once a story. For a moment
I could have sworn she looked all of us in the eyes before
casting them back to what was important. The engineer
shook the ashes off and motioned her crew to proceed.
They always show up to clear the scene of a story once
the dirty narrative deeds are done. Tonight, they are
sweeping everything up, gathering just a few important
things: a single porous palm stuck in a rude gesture,
someone’s eyes still struggling to escape for the woods,
and, of course, a small, vibrant calamity, immediately
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snatched by a confident hand. The collector of calamities
held it, smiling, letting it drip all over her elbow, then
sealing it gently in a bottle of ink. The ravenhead giggled.
I could have sworn I giggled with her.
“There are so many shadows of geometry here,” the
engineer said. “Someone set out to build a plot and left a
huge mess for us. I don’t care about the line at the bar.
When my glass is full, you better switch to collecting shots.”
“We can still recover some continuity, though,” the collector
replied. “Soon this will glide smoothly, like a desired sequel. I like this party a lot, it’s lovely to see so many people
out there, to watch their connections melt open, all those
gazes wandering and returning.”
The engineer of perspectives and the collector of calamities
come from the pure in-betweenness, the ravenhead
explains. They do their best to reject characters, but still
work as some kind of people – such as those who visit
exhibitions. They meet there sometimes, hide in the corners,
kissing, and play harmless tricks on each other. They
know how important it is to fill a space to the brim, with
scattered punches, given or taken, a child hiding indoors
and maybe a small animal’s patient gaze. I watch how the
ravenhead grows up into an elegant cat. She works in
trains now, shifts the windows just right, so that the light
falls straight into the eyes of sleeping passengers, goes
in through one and leaves at once through another.
Over the last year I have switched cities and ambitions.
I explored the geographies of every emotion, circled around
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a few towers of joy. I haven’t been under the table, though.
It’s nice here, I just need to follow the ravenhead’s game.
Change is so unremarkable, I have worn it every day for so
long now. Now we are both just dancing in a circular motion, the motion that every column demands. To hell with
characters, says the engineer of perspectives, all they
do is burn worlds down. The only way to carry a story is to
let someone straight into a big secret.
And what a big secret it is, one where all the daily dances
start anew and the light suddenly splits and as I recover
I am still dripping pearls into my own lap. The collector of
calamities gathers them, smiling, and seals them in one
of those bottles of ink. I crack it open and champagne bubbles out as the column stops.
“Let’s go”, the engineer motions.
They finish the cleanup and retreat to their poetic devices.
The ravenhead’s gaze shines upon a city full of full moons.
I will always be a puddle of momentary happiness in the
middle of a big secret, and excitement, more than anything,
is extremely important to me.
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ALL DREAMS

OF BIENNIALS
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( To
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will go through )

The hangar was dark and massive, with two treadmills
running alongside each other, set to a walking pace. One
was empty and the viewers could climb on it and walk
for three minutes, closely monitored by a security guard.
Kate Moss was strutting steadily on the other, in heels
and a slightly transparent maroon dress, her ribs shining
out like in all those photographs I saw when I was twelve,
eyes fixed firmly ahead. She did not react to anyone walking beside her and did not stop for even a second.
This one was a very chaotic situation. No one was sure
if the artist would be facing trial or house arrest, they were
demanding statements from us, but we were also taken
by surprise. We gave him all the freedom he wanted, we
knew it could be quite shocking, but this… His project,
apparently, was concerned with illegal organ trade – he
purchased kidneys, livers, lungs and hearts from the
black market and, through a shady web of connections,
redistributed them all over the hospitals of the city.
For the opening, he screened a documentary of this process,
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which sparked an immediate outcry and a police investigation. The office was a mess, the cops came, they took
our computers away and the media was on fire. They led
him out in handcuffs, he kept going on and on and on
about the dissection of capitalism, art market and moral
compromise.
I invited a choir of women wrapped in hand-painted blankets and they were singing continuously for eight hours
every day, kneeling on the ground in a small room lit only
by red neon and the viewers’ phones.
“The cultural-military complex”, they called it, and I knew
I had been in this building before. We had uniforms,
swipe cards and an enormous canteen, we were marching
through the permanent exhibition each morning and
regularly sent reports to the Pentagon.
This particular project was placed in a giant orangery somewhere, with palm trees and gravel. I was going through
a hard time and my heart was hurting. They placed a massive blue blob on the floor, which could pressurize and
manipulate air currents in a particular way, to propel whoever climbed on several meters into the air and have
them float there for a while. The guards were letting us in
on it one at a time, one ride only, and then you plop back
down. I stood in the queue and tried to grasp the mechanics, maybe even metaphysics of it – I saw tiny, delicate
figures climb on top, barely rise upwards by a few inches
and then plummet down, and large, lumpy people shoot
to almost five meters and hang around in the air for a few
minutes. I remember there was some music playing in
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the background, something calm and tingly, as I took off
my shoes and faced it, not really expecting anything.
I rose immediately, it was insane, I felt this childish glee in
my stomach, it pushed me all the way up to the palm
leaves and I smiled at the jarringly blue sky beyond the glass,
braced myself for a fall to come, and it didn’t. I was
floating there, feeling the air gently pushing and holding
my body; I turned over and looked at the plants and
visitors, their eyes focused, holding me up there, the guards
checking their watches in disbelief, the immense, unbelievable blue shade of healing seeping slowly into the
gravel below.
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ANNE

(

To Auridas )

I am folding an empty sheet. With the same motion, I
gather the cold light of winter resting in its creases. I gather
all that just hours ago was a body. Last night I slept for
years, and before that I drank vodka, every hiccup bringing
a taste of tears to my gums. The body left me with a headache and the cold light of December. The body left Lilly to
me like Maurice Blanchot took Anne from Thomas.
I remember a time when the whole house was full of body
parts. A row of teeth by the sink. A corset in the closet
with its pale skin. An ashy scalp serving as a wig. This visceral vivacity that bounds the sick. The vivacity of a tortured stomach lodged halfway up your throat; the vivacity
of cold legs and shivers breaking your collarbones. The
bed is full of whimpers. I CAN’T TAKE IT ANYMORE – don’t
get ahead of yourself, says the living body. I shake and
break and shed my hair for you, and I am stronger than your
anguish. As long as I am, you will be too. As long as I can,
so can you, as much as you wish not to. I will bend you and
hold you and make you keep shape, and you will feel only
through me. You will have a stomach and nails, and feet to
walk on. I will have a measure (five feet and almost two
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inches from head to toe) to cut your infinity short. I am
your body, I am in pain. And I am your daughter, frozen
stiff by the door. I am afraid to come in. Your vivacity is
cracking the walls.
Lilly visits me sometimes, in the only place where she still
has a face. She visits me where I think and sleep. When
life gets hard, we fight. When life gets better, we walk
around various places. At one point, I ask: “But what will I
tell everyone? They know you are...”. And she says, no, let
them think whatever they want. I am, I still am and I am. I
wake up. What was that? The unliving. That which only
exists on condition that you never question their existence.
What will happen next? Dressing up, shower and a whole
day full of time. I don’t worry about Lilly or her body. She is
safe now, when hours no longer touch her.
Maurice Blanchot’s Thomas the Obscure lives between
hours. I carry him along until he wears me down. My comments run through the margins of Thomas, Lilly runs
through the margins of me, and November fills up with the
cold light of winter. Nobody comes at me, except my
own conscience. You have to function, it says. There are all
those things out there: tasks and duties and dinner and
just look at your balance… I CAN’T TAKE THIS ANYMORE. I
will leave you, like you left the body and Lilly’s body left
you, I will leave you, let’s see how you will manage then.
OK. Leave me on the bench with Thomas. Or without him,
I will stay curled up in my stomach, calm and clear. I will
sort out these sentences before the dinner is done.
I am struggling to create myself,
myself says Thomas the Obscure.
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And I am struggling so that I don’t accidentally come
up with a text. Nothing destroys things better than a text.
This awful room, full of laundry and coffee grounds.
Things bounce off of it and fall straight into the paragraph.
Stories all knotted, dripping into the sink, where I spill
my anger and wash them. Go away, disappear, take it, leave
me alone with those things which are frightening to approach. That’s what they say, frightening, oh God. They
never do anything until there’s nothing left. Wherever they
go, they drag something along – complaints, memories,
heating bills and, occasionally, a brother. They always bring
food and spread their tears left and right. I collect them
in a pool and float on my back. The body is touching every
inch of me.
The sheet is folded. The light of December is gone and
the courtyard gets dark. Men come in and return the clothes
that contained the body. The clothes are in the bag. My
words are in the bag. The bag is rustling. I’ll take them out
if I have to, but now there is a dirty job to be done: to
make peace with nothing and return to it. Pull the words
from under the text and sweep the hall clean – for Anne,
Lilly, me and all of our efforts. To make place for nothing –
it needs all the space we can spare.
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CASABLANCA

(

To Viktorija )

Some words spring from our universal imagination. Goya,
the deaf painter, wakes up from a royal nightmare.
Something sinister is rubbing against the walls of the world
while a lonely rooster walks the streets, wishing neither
well, nor ill. Somewhere amongst them there is also a young
artist from now. She is painting walls and changing
bulbs in another room with the kind of confidence that
may shift plans and opinions.
What happens between them and why is it important?
A sickly, restless and most Spanish painter of all has managed to thicken darkness and elegance to a block of coal,
the rich essence of Western horror, sunken in the eyes of a
bejeweled infanta. A little more time had to pass before
the romantics made sure that feverish visions never leave
our imagination, that every corner houses a witch, a
pale beast or a ghost. Today, dread and fright are dramatic
things, like baroque jewelry. We know less about them
than nannies or housemaids used to, but dream up nightmares nonetheless.
When the nightmare is over, a journey over the country,
which only sometimes appears, begins. That’s where our
needs come up. A landscape stretches, twisting into a belt;
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stories unfold and lose their contours. All artists give in
to that, because they have no choice – only a hand-drawn
path leads anywhere at all, only the sand from between
the strokes settles into memory. They travel with reckless
abandon and then return quietly, on the tips of their
tongues, careful not to wake the painter or the palace girls.
Or lovers, dozing with their hands intertwined, swaddled
in snakes, wrapped in gestures which are not to be repeated
come morning.
The greatest horror is to weave a consistent reality every
day, until you turn into a spider in your own hair. Provocations and coincidences haunt everyone, threatening to
destroy this precious tapestry. Meanwhile, Viktorija trusts
fate, even that which is not her own, and welcomes it
with no resistance. Just like she welcomes the shapes of
dreams, unfamiliar streets and sketches perused in the
evenings. A picture has a profile of its own – Goya knows
that, too. Only artists and lovers are not afraid to touch
it, bend it, turn and draw it, pull spiders out of their hair and
let them live in their rooms. They share their blue blood
and use mythology for mischief.
And what about us? We see ourselves as films and never
know what it is all about. Elegance consists of wonderful
banalities: it is hard to tell life and journey apart, houses
are full of beauty and heat, there is a non-wedding ring on
my palm and we must dance, but only together. We spread
further than any landscape, but wake up from Goya’s
nightmares alone and weaker than children, sweating, crowing with roosters for help and grasping for solutions in
the folds of fate.
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Meanwhile, in Casablanca, only lovers survive – words and
people from our universal imagination, which inevitably
appear, but only together.
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THE

( To

FEAST

Anastasia

)

It is happening right now, at this very moment. A hungry
dog is running through some miserable field, through
an urban forest. It is apparent even without an all-seeing
eye. A very stupid eye might actually know better –
such as that some people do not store meat in the refrigerator because they do not have a refrigerator, they do
not even have a kitchen or home, actually, and don’t stare
at me like that, they do not come from another planet.
This story began with a quite intelligent eye, back when
there was still a great, even cosmic distance between
us. Then, the eye descended and now it has been around
for a while, a little lost, but still embodied and sharp.
Yearning for the right look, it slips into the skull of a dog.
Lots to be done here, it says, while the dog does not
even blink. They follow each other now. I can only imagine
that the experience must be chaotic, but meaningful.
Lack is a terrible force. It wears down your life and spirit.
When the dog catches up with the smell of meat, he sees
what I see: a towel, a piggy bank, head of a deer, some
chairs. Perhaps he even discerns that those are items left
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by people, and deduces what such a place means. A structureless scene of a settlement crafted by hands that
normally hold nothing. A bed only suited for a midsummer
night, with all kinds of crap to protect you against the
elements of poverty. It is not a monument, but a portal that
will pull you anywhere: to a feast, to the past, to pain,
to hope, to Twin Peaks, to a tent with some people like us.
A portal always leads to a world which is not welcome
in our world.
The dog gets anxious after the rain. He can feel how the
city curdles in foggy puddles as the evening falls. It is
soaking there, pulsing, crawling, until a worm slithers out
and starts chewing on a nine-storey block. All the smells
of people doing things are caught in this shaky mass which
does not even resemble meat. Cured with smoke from
cars and portals, it taunts him through the window, invisible to those who never recognize the end. They see right
through the cigarette ashes and broken umbrellas, and
every thing and everyone that lives on the streets. The dog’s
eye gets crusty. He’s thinking of the clotting seas, while
the scarce urban forest is housing a feast.
A feast is a wonderful state of excess and the dog no longer
knows if he has ever been not there. Everybody welcomes
him with ease – he is not recognised as a spectator. The
intelligent eye is suddenly pulsing with shame. It knows
now – I need to pull something out. Something that
would allow me to enter the feast without superstition, to
stand on the edge of a portal even when it is just an opening of a drain pipe. Once the seas congeal, the eye realizes,
we will all return to campgrounds. Until then we must
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learn to read stories up to the present and not around it,
separate writers from preachers, be careful with puddles
after it rains and, most importantly, befriend dogs.
The eye itself cannot do this. The dog takes it out at night
and brings it to Anastasia. She has an apparatus that accommodates the eye. The eye’s journey from the top always
leads to the same things: human mechanisms, excess,
signs and future, which will inevitably be left with something indecipherable. Just like how any feast is indecipherable and wondrous, especially one which is attended
by an unwanted guest – the intelligent eye.
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VISITOR

( To

Laura )

“It’s almost like you go through two timelines”, is what they
used to tell me. Occasionally, for a split second, my eyes
would look in different directions. There were strange inconsistencies: a sentence beginning in present tense and
ending in 1974, a bout of indigestion a few weeks too late.
I was covered in ink blots, draped in curtains and prone
to stereotyping, and felt an odd sense of wonder standing
naked in the x-ray machine. I go through universal processes and motions, I think, to crack this classified code within
me. How can anybody make sense of this constant absorption, perspiration, expectation and a thought lining it all? A
portrait of my ribs is developed, and the news come in.
There is an old woman living inside me.
They found an old woman inside me and they don’t know
how long she has been there. She does not either – or,
at least, she is not willing to remember. I don’t know what
put her in there, a mothball, a lavender stem, maybe a
horny dust bunny or a poem gone horribly wrong, but when
I think too much she pinches my diaphragm. The doctor
coughs awkwardly and advises us to establish a dialogue,
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since any other option would require an abrupt and brutal
invasion. She’s seen her fair share of those. I try my best to
see her. A wisp of hair rests on my kidney. We walk home
silently, expecting to untangle each other’s string of regrets.
We learned to balance our politics. It was a matter of time –
that other time that was flowing through my insides now,
exploding on the pavement during a particularly rough
night, embarrassing me, enveloping me, dulling any sense
of urgency and meaning like some corrosive memorial.
She didn’t like anyone I dated, kept correcting my emails
and braiding my hair while I slept, but I gave in, just so that
my stomach could collapse for once, so that my brows
would stop tying themselves in a knot. Food was diplomacy: she loved trying new flavours, and I enjoyed having
years of culinary experience guiding me through substances
I could never satisfy or fulfil. A smoked rabbit, a perfectly
roasted potato, drops of gravy, labels of spices – an inventory of comfort I could be taking all day, until I thought she
had finally dissolved within those walls and acids, turned
into actions and traits with a clockwork nature, ultimately
not too alien to my own.
She did not like shifts and tumults, she did not like danger –
not to herself, that would have been simple. She never
meant to stay, as it would eventually turn out, but for time
there is nowhere to go. I was handed years and years of
heritage, education, resources and it only left me exposed
to the pressure and fear of repetition. I would rub my
sickness wherever I went, but they accepted it with nauseating ease, letting everything run off into a pool of understanding and trust. Meanwhile, her nightmares echoed
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with loud, pathetic resignations: waves rising and failing
to fall, visions of incompleteness, of orchestrated change.
And I tried not to know.
I couldn’t not know any longer. I woke up by the tea shop,
standing and weeping, with a vague memory of sadness
from many years ago, under a breathless layer of smells:
chamomile, furs, lilac and horses. She was trying to
bribe me through somebody called Vincent and some meeting that happened here sixty years ago, before the war,
the children, the everything. And I felt the sting of each
second. I could swallow a mirror if only it would mean
we can talk face to face. Do you think I cannot see the trap
you are preparing? Making it personal, rubbing old blood
into my brain. There is nothing wider than this, no tunnel
of chaos, just these lines within which our bodies and
feelings touch, within which no action is necessary. This
would be our understanding until the day when everything turns out as it was supposed to be, and I could switch
to a single tense in a sentence:
There was an old woman living inside me.
I had to allow more time in before she locked me out, keeping it all to herself. It was painful. Even the doctor
looked sorry. Sometimes I had to push my eyes back to a
single point. I had to abandon all compromise and go
through the aerobics of doubting, and I am still not good at
it. But time expanded and returned and I couldn’t avoid
it. It washed over me in one of her nightmares and then
flooded the streets, cars, trains and newsstands, sloppy,
stale water, a brilliant plumbing mistake. I still make those,
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I want to make those. I started poking holes through
which we could see each other as broken, diseased individuals in urgent need of each other’s contempt and help.
But I kept her cooking – there was always a cake with a
knife, and we toasted the desperation, the anger.
Time is still as wide as ever and, therefore, singular. She
left me up against a wall and I was glad when it got harder
and harder. The portrait of my ribs looked promising.
There was a glimpse of something that might break through
them. Something that will never be a solution and better
not be just a figure of speech. A poem gone horribly wrong.
There is no excuse to not keep it open now – I hope it’s
a slug chewing on a lavender stem, a new inventory of bliss,
a single fixed focus point pointing to a world born out of
collapse.
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TAP WATER

AND

(
To

FRAGMENTED

MIND

Audrius
)

Tap water is the urban feng shui. Or so I think? I don’t know
what to do anymore. Just recently I was spending a lot
of time with tap water, letting my anxiety curve around the
glass, rapid sips punctuating the writing of something
that actually had nothing to do with writing. It was my
thesis. It was work. When the work ended, the water
changed for a while. It was more chlorinated, also saltier,
occasionally bottled or overpriced. I tried them all and
returned, mouth full of sips, to the water and questions of
my city. I am meeting Audrius today, we are old friends,
he will show me around the theatre. I am excited. I have
always enjoyed hanging out behind the scenes. That is why
I work with art. It gives you the privilege of corridors and
storage rooms, the exclusivity of workshops and restricted
areas. In this theater, Audrius explains, the water from
the tap has to run for a bit, to clear up the residue. I imagine
how it shoots up through the walls, then drips from
the ceiling and seeps into the carpet. Or so I think? I have
so much to say, why doesn’t it come out like water?
Tough, irrelevant sentences struggle through the pipes of
my memory. I need a filter. Something for those hard,
stubborn particles. Something to separate the work from
the water.
03

Physical space requires action, and
before action imagination is at work,
leading us to “write a room”, “read
a room” or “read a house”.
)
( Gaston Bachelard
Your native tongue can pull you into some of the hardest
conversations. I remember reading a book in which Cyril
was locked in a tower, struggling to create the Russian
alphabet. He stuck his arm out through the barred window
and crushed a jar outside, sweeping its shards into the
contours of Cyrillic. I think about this when I cut my finger
on a book page. Seems like they are trying to convince me
that my language is all pretzels and holes. A pickled
and yeasty mass of dough about to be licked clean, cut up,
devoured from existence. I gag and shift my thoughts
to the theatre in the historical Pohulianka. Every day dozens
of workers go through their tasks of lighting, cleaning
and maintaining it. They keep the discreet machine of order
and labour engaged while running around with pockets
full of shards from at least three alphabets. They fall into a
brilliant panel, these pieces of clay, dough and shimmering
glass. Too good to give up to churches – as in all folkloric
talents, their corners reflect the laughter of god.
( … ) one of the forms of architectural
fantasy, offered by Karsten Harries: by
opening architecture to endless spaces
( … ) a fantasy is conceived, a fantasy
of the world without limitations of
physical space, an anti-architectural
reality.
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As for the theatre, the limitations of physical space first
disappeared from the planning process. It is still unclear
whether the architect’s ruler was lost or broken, but,
nonetheless, it was not used in his drawings. The builders
could not make sense of it, fuming and clenching their
fists at such a preposterous assignment. They were hired
to build a fantasy, an architectural whim. Glancing over
the empty plot of land, each started silently guessing the
first measurements.
The architect’s space is a visual one,
reduced to blueprints, simplified images
of a world which is incompatible with
imagination. These reductions are
emphasized and legitimized by the
rules of linear perspective.
( Henri
Lefebvre )
As we keep walking, it strikes me: we are circling around
the theatre of gravity. It had to be like this – punctuated
by wells, slopes and thresholds, making us trip, stumble,
curse and gasp. Even the absurdly elevated stage has a
purpose: after all, there is nothing more erotic than watching somebody throw themselves off of it. I can imagine
the outcry that happened when it was heightened so drastically, provoking the envy of various religious organizations. Overlooking the empty seats, I can envision the crowd
salivating and blushing, focusing all of their attention
on the inevitability of a climax. Meanwhile, the sensitive
visitors could find a retreat in the third floor balcony,
which opened straight into the laundry room and allowed
for a speedy, discreet escape.
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Acoustic, gestural and ritual movements,
grouped into wide ceremonial
categories, open endless perspectives,
chains of meaning, which are all
organized into a monumental whole.
( Henri
Lefebvre ) The experience
of [monumental] space can be compared
to stepping into a poetic world, but it
is easier to understand it when
compared to dramatic texts, which are
composed of dialogues.
It is also a scene from a nightmare: trying to walk up the
sloping floor, slipping, cursing, stumbling. Turning around
and witnessing the world slowly slum down past you
as water starts dripping from a leaky tap somewhere. A
frightening scenario. Elevations, heights and vaults are
irreplaceable at creating unease. For centuries they have
been used in temples and other buildings which were
supposed to stir us. Those who entered those places would
usually feel the dissolution of the world’s essence on
their skin, leaving a trail of goosebumps. Folkloric wisdom
also warns us – spend too much time in a house with
crooked floors and your sentences will come out all wrong,
not to mention that the table will keep sliding into a wall.
Lapsus, slip, used in psychoanalysis to
describe a mistake which reveals a
certain subconscious association, is
interpreted very straightforwardly as a
loss of architectural grounding,
expanding new areas of understanding.
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Ortega, Mauricio
Rocha,
( Damian
)
Contreras
Arturo Romero
No
matter how grounded in architecture
we are, we only know it through
transmitted messages, which uncover
to us a shape of another space inbetween: the space between you and
me, us and them, this and that, walls
and discourses, lapsus and power.
(
C R
)
O
As we turn towards the exit, we must also turn back to
the beginning. The theatre in Pohulianka was commissioned and funded by the local Polish community. It is all
in the museums of memory now. What happens when
a community needs architecture? Folklore. Folklore gives
us the freedom to reject elements of civilization, such
as proportion, regulation or common sense. It gives me the
liberty to curse and cry in a swamp, then go ride a toad
into the moonlight and lay us both down for the foundation
of a new house. Because, whichever way you look at it,
the house will remain blessed, while proponents of civilization will keep debating the qualities of stucco or concrete
amongst themselves.
As O’Doherty himself summarizes,
“theatrical conventions perish in the
gallery”, while Lefebvre elaborates that
“the separation from stage is expressed
silently by the space itself”.
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Suddenly, I remember one of my recent job applications,
the one where I completely misunderstood my assignment
and wrote this short story instead.
First, there was a question: if we are all water, then what
are books? Then, like my own skin, I sensed what actually
happened: the curator felt like a river running through
a librarians’ picnic. I am full of information that I do not
recognize because a stream does not reflect itself. If you
stand next to me I will tell you about Yoko Ono and the
memory of elephants, about the history of broadcasting
and the fear of deportation. But I am water and books glisten like stones, and the curator sighed, taking away the
ladder.
Next morning no one had the time to read reviews:
they were staring in awe at melted letters dripping from
their taps.
… a process perfectly described by
Lefebvre: the affectual level – the level
of the body, connected to asymmetries
and rhythms – is transformed into the
property of a monumental space, into
symbols, which are key parts of the
politico-religious whole. ( … )
As Lefebvre himself notes, it is not
a victory in the pure essence of the
term: a spatial activity, even if momentarily, overpowers conflict. It doesn’t
solve them, but opens the way from
daily concerns to collective happiness.
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Our time in the theatre of gravity came and went, but I
still walk around there when I get bored. I fall off the
stage, right on my nose, roll around cussing and punching
at architecture until my ears bleed and every sound
echoes as applause. I know now why it is so important to
move between the keyboard and the tap while writing.
A spatial action, whether it be stroking the floor or digging
an orchestra pit, opens the way to collective happiness –
brilliant residue at the bottom of a dry glass.
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ROOTS

(

To

mama )

I have roots in my head, going all the way down. Roots
and roots, bloody roots, a network of sense, a tangle of
living. There is no way to escape your bloody roots, but
you can cut down the stem, twist it, work it, curl it seductively around a sentence or action. Temptation, superstition – a lavish room of my own hidden by a living curtain of
chocolate brown.
Sometimes a hand wants to walk over my roots. Step into
the forest baby. This is the closest we get to placing your
palm on my brain. Haha. Fingertip – tip tip tip – down the
neck where skin shifts from overgrown to naked, where
most of the length has been recently cut, leaving a spiky
patch of surprises. Don’t poke your eye out on it. I only
need to ask and the palm curves into a fist, pulling back,
pulling my voice out of me and the forest echoes with
song through the night.
I was born with these roots, and at first they sprouted
as light, gingery blonde. Like my mother. She lost it,
though – she lost it to disease and chemistry, she lost it to
the promise of escaping certain and torturous death.
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I still remember the shock. The floral silk scarf was a
gentle gift from Japan, but then it slid off and there was
nothing underneath, nothing covering the naked and
exhausted mind of somebody whose cells and tissues were
working out a war of their own. But her roots were good.
Soon, they started springing into something again, pushing
up tiny, fragile, translucent weeds. We asked the hairdresser next door to come by and work something out. And
to our mutual surprise, she did – with her soft touch,
gentle hand and a couple of careless jokes she threw out the
last trace of embarrassment, she massaged a notion of
strength into this frail, bald little bird which at the time was
my mother. Her roots recovered. Right until the end she
wore a helmet of proud, silvery gray, like an old photograph
of a survivor.
Life comes in through all the usual channels and then
settles like fluff or tar, depending on the nature of experience. I learned it the hard way, when I started to get
darker. The end of childhood twisted my roots into something tenebrous and gothic. I tried red and purple and,
finally, scissors, and it only got worse. I didn’t even know
who I was, but I was already carrying an absolute mess,
a minefield of thoughts trying to escape this unpredictable,
mutating body. Bloody roots, bloody thighs, a change as
old as time, as fresh as the first promise of dying. It is funny
after a while. But I wished to peel my skin with my roots,
get wrapped in an endless, soft, freshly-washed growth from
a completely new forest.
What does hair do? It collects. It gathers gleams of light
into spirals and knots, it soaks oils, even if all else fails, it
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collects in sewers and pipes with the other things we produce and abandon. Right now, it smells soapy and
stressed. Hair is the only thing on my body that reaches
down to the roots. I turn to it when I feel plucked and
groundless. I take a palm for a walk. A single braid envelops
a sentence. A single stroke dissolves the mess. Peace
settles, and the night comes, exposing the naked and the
overgrown skin. Each body like a tunnel of mirrors, a
six-headed beast of desire. Distances, lengths and maneuvers lose all their meaning when I tie my hair up and
we brace ourselves for some sweet business.
Closure is only possible where there was once closeness.
There is no point in pulling out those roots which don’t
grow. It took me years to stop cutting and twisting, and give
in to the inevitable. Now the imprint of everything lived
and everything possible falls gently on my shoulders and
everything I lay my eyes on. We do well together, we
have found closure, and my scalp is now a room of my own.
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THE

SMALL
KINGDOM
( To

Egle

)

A heart is a small kingdom. The only place never reached by
winter. The actual ear. A depository of living water. To
touch it means to go deep. Sell me an ounce of your voice.
These words are risky, molten magma, I cannot speak
them on my own.
A sad king without a jungle curls his legs around a drum.
We used to rule over beasts and beetles, when time was still
a child, waiting to spring from a fresh wound. Our people
laid channels and tear ducts, we embellished our pores, we
licked and stretched towards the limits of imagination
and whispered names that only our roots knew: Oxysternon. Ceiba borer. Fidia. Metachroma. Prionodera. Hercules.
Cry, girl, cry, ‘cause you have to. Girl, you are tied to the
smallest kingdom in the world, and the greatest knowledge
anyone could know. Your words are sweet, molten magma, and there is so very little of you. Pleasures roll around
your heart and mouth, and your kingdom deserves a celebration. Cry, girl, cry, cause you have to. Let it rain on your
kingdom.
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The sad king falls into the drum. Life is nearly over. The
crown grips me. The night feeds me. Time springs out from
the wound in the earth’s own kingdom. A line of women
breaking out of each other. I am an endless fruit. My sisters
stretch into an infinite juicy pulp. I am drinkable, I am
new. Time made me new. Time broke the wound. I contain
time. You can’t even pronounce me, and yet you are my
sad king with my skin around your drum. I am a girl, and I
gotta cry.
By the time that beasts and beetles built their own city
we didn’t even care anymore. It was full of plant life and
animal soul, and clouds of infinite blossom. They paved
the roads with neon and we believed it spelled our names.
Deliathis. Lebia. Odontocera. Rhinostomus. A living line
of jewels. A crawling sense of danger. An unwavering taste
of dance inside the king’s drum, inside the conscience of
civilization, at the very edge of the last moon until the girl
finally leaps and starts to fall, her legs pointed straight to
the mouth of the heart, her smile twisting into a new logic
of being.
Fall, love, fall, ‘cause you have to. Take a plunge into the
small kingdom. Dive into the actual ear. I may not have
anything to rule anymore, but I will let you drink from the
depository of living water, I still know the secret and
perilous names, I still speak the nonsense of stars and sleep
wrapped in translucent furs. There are some big and
perilous cracks in my wisdom, but the only beast we banished is fear.
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COUNTING SKIN
( To Andrea

)

First skin, second skin, third skin, fourth, fifth – here I am,
counting skin. Peeling it like an envelope from myself,
thoughts, things, thick and thin.
First skin. The birth-skin. The skin of rails and tracks.
Wherever you go, the street casts its shadow on you. Mud
is thicker than water. Impurity transfers energy. So
we removed it. We made the room immune to all currents,
safe from influence and doubt. Please leave the room
alone. The space has suffered enough. There is always somebody hiding and grasping on straws, somebody passing
or humming. Entire perspectives of disappointment and
hope stretch through it all every day. We carved the room
out of the city and somebody put up a tent in it, then a
hand passed by and left some writings. The floor smells of
trains. Trains leave traces on your first skin.
Second skin. Newer, better, more connective, more immediate. Working with substance and form, with a body
moulded by a body leaves all the channels joyously open.
Deception stops once it hits a wall. There is a life enveloping us all, engaged in perpetual loving of matter. It shapes
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plastics, fabrics, fluids and solids into other bodies that
serve us: agents, shelters, traps and tools. They bounce and
mingle. Each object marks the limit of comfort, the beginning of an end. The industry is a gentle touch. The world of
matter – our second skin.
The third skin folds into a mouth, a soft pocket of voice
and potential. Passing something along once in a while.
Clenching shut once the time comes and waiting, waiting,
waiting. A lisp and a gasp, and then silence – right before
language explodes like a bomb and pulls our wires apart.
Could you pass me a fist? Do I even know where we keep
them? The last one I had was assembled just yesterday and
now I cannot deal with being born anymore. The third
skin is here, with all the other spare parts – including a
smile penetrating the debris.
Fourth skin, naked like water. The skin that does not know.
This skin is the blurry filter through which we try to
grasp our choices and forms. The genesis of movement.
The square root of my house. Axis of pain. Nothing I
can offer to the world would cure a blind dog or dissolve
the presence of a father. Fourth skin – twice the trouble.
A junkyard of creative skins serves as our next meeting
point.
Fifth skin, sixth, seventh skin –the classics of counting all
the way down to concrete and bone. A tiny, fragile message hatching from its silicone cocoon. The skin within.
Eternal, endless, unavoidable skin. Skin of the screen. The
broadcast is not coherent, but the message is clear: I can
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make out the language. I can grasp an intention. I can
sense some melancholy and doubt, a predestined ending
somewhere by the door. That is more than enough to
make an exhibition, but still less than half of what goes
on in any given landscape. An envelope of feeling left
in a room that we left alone. Pick it up and seal it with
closure. Nothing is as difficult to count as skin.
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A SONG IN A NUTSHELL
Arturas )
To
(

You may not believe it, but I sing all the time. My throat is
open, but stuck in a nutshell. Somebody used to say that
I am a Samogitian nightingale, so I tried to lay an egg, kept
chanting and shouting for days, and instead sang a shell
around me, and now even my heart is there.
It is quite like a fairy tale – I sing day and night, I sing in a
nutshell, and no one hears me, save for one ear. Describing
it would make me a traitor, and most of the time I am not
even sure it is there, but I remember it tasted like metal and
made me do things which were totally nuts. I know that
ear, I sing to everything, but never not to it. The ear hears
through the shell and knows not to crack it, for that would
close the throat and crush the voice within.
The throat is a trap for hopeless romantics. A situation
carved out of passion, thick and waxy like a nut in a shell,
repetitive and melodic like a song. In a shell. We all fall
under the same spell, we all succumb to the same impulses,
the flora and fauna alike. Together, we scrap characters
without organs, a bastard tangle of words, held together
by the electricity that only we know. They are authorities
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on themselves, experts on their subjects. They walk all
over our plans and expectations as we try to remain civil
despite the catastrophes burning within.
It could be an inexhaustible source of energy: millions of
songs pulling millions of ears, sparks bouncing off the
cartilage, igniting streetlamps and crowds. I imagine it and
then I get scared, start banging on the nutshell, let’s not
do this, let’s not institutionalize song, it scares me to no end,
the power of unified, official cruelty. Hold me closer, put
me in your ear canal, keep me warm, oh, you already have?
I live there now, with my sentimental lyrics.
We had some good times before I saw through the nutshell.
We trusted ourselves endlessly, we held each other hostage in our incompleteness, and I never even enjoyed that!
What a shame, the shame washed over me, nothing is as
toxic as shame, a factory of sulfur, a tangle of superstition,
a worm in a shell, the worm that ate the nut, ate the song
and now crawls towards the eardrum. Stop squirming for a
minute, my love, I will fish it out.
We made a life together, don’t you understand? It takes
an ear and a song for either to function, and now there is
an orphan in the nutshell. When waves resonate, bodies
happen. Ear canals, birth canals, I go crazy in them, just to
see that smile crossing a tired and beloved face. A song in
a nutshell, a throat in your hands, my piano has new teeth
and there he was, playing my spine like a xylophone. Sorry,
I just want all of us to be song, most of the time they’re
neither dancing nor fucking, and many are not even listening anymore.
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What love does is terrible. It leaves you alone in an overgrown field, because the whole field is love, and everyone
who never really got to you is gathering at the edges,
picking and cracking at the shell, making out in the bushes, serving nuts and worms for dinner on the tired body
of song. I feel safe, because somewhere out there is the ear,
and when I finally get to it, it will melt in my mouth.
Come listen. This is my song in a nutshell.
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